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Abstract

In this work we propose and compare the two models for crack propagation in dynamics. Both models are based on embedded strong discontinuities for localized cohesive type crack description and both provide the advantage to not to require tracking algorithms. The first one is based on discrete lattice approach, where the domain is discretized with Voronoi cells held together prior to crack occurrence by cohesive links represented in terms of Timoshenko beams. The second one is based on constant strain triangular solid element. In both models, propagation of cracks activates enhancements in the displacement field leading to embedded strong discontinuities. The latter remain localized inside the element, regulated by the localized traction separation behavior defined through exponential softening law. Thus, the both models provide the result that remain mesh-independent, with fracture energy as the model parameter. We show that implementation in dynamics framework can be obtained by adding inertial effects without modifying the existing quasi-statics models. In order to provide reliable results, classical implicit Newmark algorithm can be used for time integration. The two presented models are subjected to dynamic crack propagation benchmarks, where detailed analysis on strain, kinetic, plastic free and dissipated energy during simulation is verified by comparison to the amount of total work which is introduced into the system. The main strength of the proposed approach is that cracks initiation, propagation, their coalescence, merging and branching are automatically obtained without any tracking algorithms. In addition, since the discontinuities remain localized inside elements, accurate results can be obtained even with coarser grids, leading to efficient methodology capable of capturing complex crack patterns in dynamics.
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1. Introduction

The description of dynamic crack propagation remains a challenging task due to the presence of complex phenomena pertinent to cracks initiation, propagation and growth, branching, multiple cracks interaction, their coalescence and merging. These phenomena are also under the strong influence of the size of the fracture process zone (FPZ), i.e. the zone around the crack where nonlinear and dissipative mechanisms occur. Numerical methods are often the only way to find the solution for such problem, with the main challenge to make it reliable. Since the standard finite element procedure shows strong dependence on mesh when simulating cracks [1], many enhanced and extended finite element methods based on inserting discontinuity lines and enriching the displacement fields, have been developed. Depending on the type of material and the size of the FPZ, one can choose the enrichments for the method either based on the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) or cohesive zone formulation. LEFM can be used in the case when FPZ around the crack (and the crack tip) is small compared to the size of the crack or specimen, and when the bulk is isotropic and linear elastic. For instance, extended finite element method (X-FEM) with crack tip asymptotic fields and discontinuous enrichment for displacement jump across the crack line can be found in [2–4]. On the other hand, when LEFM is not applicable and when FPZ influences the behavior of the material, cohesive type formulation of fracture can be used. Cohesive approach is described as a gradual separation of crack surfaces across the crack tip or cohesive zone which is resisted by cohesive tractions when material elements are pulled away. Namely, once the critical value of traction is reached, softening in material is triggered with decreasing traction and increasing crack opening. This represents the constitutive model for crack opening and input for our simulations. Enhanced methods which allow for arbitrary cohesive crack growth are cohesive X-FEM [5–7] and embedded strong discontinuity finite element method (ED-FEM) [8–10]. They can both deal with cracks in a mesh independent way due to their enrichments. Tracking algorithms, which can be quite computationally costly, are often used with these methods, especially to solve the complex crack phenomena in dynamics, such as branching. Recently, phase field models [11,12] have been used to successfully represent complex brittle crack behavior in dynamics, by smearing and smoothening the boundary of the crack over a small region. They can be used to avoid tracking algorithms, but apparently very fine meshes usually with adaptive refinement are needed to resolve steep displacement fields.

In this work we propose the two models for dynamic crack growth based on localized cohesive crack representation, which will also surpass the need for crack tracking algorithms, and that moreover can be equally used for fine and coarse mesh. Both models are based on embedded strong discontinuity approach (ED-FEM), which is a discrete crack description where displacement fields are enhanced with additional kinematics to provide displacement jumps [8]. The main difference with respect to X-FEM (see [13]), where discontinuity is considered globally through additional nodal unknowns, is that additional degrees of freedom and corresponding enrichment functions related to crack opening are kept at the element level. One can solve the corresponding equations locally, which allows for the straightforward implementation within standard computer code architecture. Any ED-FEM formulation provides localized interpretation of cracks leading to mesh-independent post-peak softening response, which is defined through cohesive traction separation law. Mesh independency is considered here in the context of fracture energy, which we use here as the input parameter for our cohesive softening behavior. Namely, it has been observed that softening curve depends on the size of the FPZ and dissipative mechanisms in the zone. The main benefit of present formulation is that it acts as a natural localization limiter for the FPZ and one does not need to implement the characteristic length parameter to stabilize its size and correspondingly the post-peak softening behavior [1,14].

The first model that we propose herein relies on discrete lattice element approach with embedded strong discontinuities for quasi-static crack propagation described in [14]. In the present work we extend such quasi-static formulation into dynamic framework. The second model is based on enhanced triangular constant strain element where strain localization band collapses into a surface leading to embedded strong discontinuity, or jump in displacement field. The latter approach is described in [15] for quasi static case with further development to show how to extend it to dynamic framework in [16], and its resulting benefits for quasi-static test with slow loading rate in reducing the total number of iterations. Here we seek to extend these two models and to provide their validation on well known dynamic benchmarks. The difference in the two models is that post-peak softening behavior related to discontinuity is governed by plasticity framework in discrete lattice model, while damage framework is chosen in enhanced triangular model. This is applicable in quasi brittle or plastic materials with pronounced FPZ where diffuse micro-cracks or plastic dissipation around the crack and crack tip influence the failure mechanisms. Although these two models are different and are initially developed for different purposes (the presented discrete lattice model is developed for failure in heterogeneous quasi brittle materials such as rocks and concrete, while enhanced solid triangular element is...
developed for failure in solids), they have similarities and common strengths allowing us to summarize the features of the approach based on embedded strong discontinuity crack description:

- embedded strong discontinuity can represent localized and arbitrary crack growth with cohesive approach in which discontinuous enrichment is coupled with softening traction separation law
- due to local element-wise crack description, tracking algorithms are not needed (although some ED-FEM based models use it) since complex stress states and material structure can automatically drive correct crack propagation
- multiple cracks with their interaction, coalescence or branching can easily be obtained automatically without additional complexities and interventions
- embedded strong discontinuity formulation guarantees mesh independence in terms of fracture energies in post-peak softening regime, which is also confirmed in this work with extensive simulations with different mesh sizes. Moreover, accurate complex crack patterns and failure mechanisms can be obtained with fairly coarse grids leading to high computational efficiency
- multiple cracks with their interaction, coalescence or branching can easily be obtained automatically without additional complexities and interventions
- embedded strong discontinuity formulation guarantees mesh independence in terms of fracture energies in post-peak softening regime, which is also confirmed in this work with extensive simulations with different mesh sizes. Moreover, accurate complex crack patterns and failure mechanisms can be obtained with fairly coarse grids leading to high computational efficiency
- complete simulation is performed on initial mesh, which does not need to be updated during the crack evolution
- brittle and ductile cracks with pronounced FPZ can be captured by choosing appropriate level of fracture energy. They can also be triggered with mode I leading to tensile cracks and mode II resulting in shear bands.

The main reason for mesh-independent representation in ED-FEM approach is that discontinuity, or displacement jump, always remains localized inside the element and behaves as a localization limiter that enhances the classical continuum mechanics theoretical formulation. The numerical implementation of the discontinuity requires a modification of the standard finite element procedure, which is similar to the method of incompatible modes [17].

The appealing fact in the strong discontinuity concept is also that dynamics framework can be built up without extensively changing existing codes developed for quasi-static cases. In particular, inertial terms based on global mass matrix do not modify the local element-wise problem of discontinuity. The global dynamics equation of motion can then be integrated in time with existing time integration schemes. Here, we use the classical Newmark implicit algorithm for global time integration in order to provide more reliable solution. The local time integration for plasticity and damage evolution of discontinuities are also performed implicitly to keep the same solution reliability.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the discrete lattice model with embedded strong discontinuities developed in dynamics framework. Section 3 gives the description of enhanced triangular solid model with embedded strong discontinuities in dynamic framework. Section 4 provides the numerical simulations of well known dynamic benchmarks for crack propagation performed with both models. Besides crack patterns, we also give quantitative values for energy dissipation and plastic/damage free energy during the crack evolution, together with strain and kinetic energy. All components of energy are verified by comparison to the total amount of input work which is introduced into the system. Conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Discrete lattice model with embedded strong discontinuities

The proposed discrete lattice model has been developed for quasi-static propagation of cracks in heterogeneous materials and already applied in progressive failure simulations of rocks [18,19], concrete [20] and saturated porous medium [21,22]. It relies on representing the cohesive links by spatial beam models, as a class of discrete lattice models where geometry is built using Delaunay triangulation. Here, the Delaunay edges in triangulation can be considered as lattice elements representing cohesive links between the Voronoi cells, each filled-in with a single phase of material (Fig. 1.a). Such structure allows for cracks representation with a progressive failure of adjacent cohesive links (Fig. 1.c). In this approach we simulate lattice elements with enhanced 2D Timoshenko beams in order to provide the complete set of 2D failure modes, with mode I as tensile crack opening and mode II as shear sliding. Each failure mode activates an embedded strong discontinuity in corresponding direction. The geometric properties such as the beams cross section can easily be extracted from the area (line in 2D) between two neighboring Voronoi cells (Fig. 1.b). Thus, the global stiffness of the mesh is controlled by the size of the cross sections of Timoshenko beams.

Generally, discrete lattice models have been extensively used to successfully represent complex failure mechanisms occurring in heterogeneous materials, such as concrete or rocks [23–26]. They have also been applied in multiphysics failure applications [27,28], thermal conductivity [29], vibration analysis [30,31], dynamic crack propagation [32,33]
Fig. 1. (a) Structure of discrete lattice model with Voronoi cells as units of heterogeneous material and cohesive links between them (b) neighboring Voronoi cells—h is extracted from Voronoi diagram and represents the height of the beam cross section. By coarsening or refining mesh, h correspondingly increases or decreases which keeps the global stiffness of the specimen steady (c) failure of adjacent cohesive links.

and impact applications [34,35]. However, none of these models is comparable to the present model, which provides the failure mechanisms in mode I and mode II in terms of embedded discontinuities in Timoshenko lattice beam elements.

In the proposed model, the discrete lattice structure allows to find the solution for dynamic crack propagation, interaction of multiple cracks and fracture process zone without any additional global degrees of freedom or algorithms for crack tracking. Moreover, the embedded discontinuities allow to represent failure and softening without dependence on mesh.

Next we give the formulation for 2D Timoshenko beam element enhanced with embedded strong discontinuity, which is capable to provide failure mechanisms and corresponding displacement jump inside the element (Fig. 1.c). The occurrence of jump in the displacement field is followed by softening plasticity behavior. One can trigger jump in normal displacement for mode I and transverse displacement for mode II.

2.1. Enhanced kinematics of 2D Timoshenko beam element

One can start from standard kinematics of a geometrically linear Timoshenko beam finite element of length \( l_e \) and cross section \( A = h \cdot 1 \) in order to obtain the strain measures \( \epsilon \)

\[
\epsilon(x) = \begin{bmatrix}
\epsilon (x) = \frac{du}{dx} \\
\gamma(x) = \frac{dv}{dx} - \theta \\
\kappa(x) = \frac{d\theta}{dx}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1)

where \( u = [u \; v \; \theta]^T \) is the generalized displacement vector with longitudinal displacement, transverse displacement and rotation as shown in Fig. 2 and \( \epsilon = [\epsilon \; \gamma \; \kappa]^T \) is a corresponding strain vector.

In order to represent the mode I as axial failure and mode II failure as shear failure, we introduce discontinuities in the generalized displacement field of the 2D Timoshenko beam. This is achieved with Heaviside function \( H_{x_c} \) defined by \( H_{x_c}(x) = 0 \) for \( x \leq x_c \) and \( H_{x_c}(x) = 1 \) and vector \( \alpha = [\alpha_u \; \alpha_v \; 0]^T \) which represents the vector of displacement jumps at the point of discontinuity \( x_c \) placed in the middle of the beam. The position of discontinuity corresponds to intersection of the neighboring Voronoi cells (Fig. 1.c). The embedded strong discontinuity inside element will allow to provide mesh independent response in terms of energy for softening law. More precisely, fracture energy as input parameter will remain independent on mesh. We can write the displacement field as the sum of continuous displacement and a displacement jump as

\[
\mathbf{u}(x) = \mathbf{\bar{u}}(x) + \alpha H_{x_c} = \begin{bmatrix}
\bar{u}(x) \\
\bar{v}(x) \\
\bar{\theta}(x)
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_u \\
\alpha_v \\
0
\end{bmatrix} H_{x_c}.
\]

(2)
Fig. 2. Timoshenko beam with standard degrees of freedom and additional ones related to jumps in the displacement fields. \textit{M}(x) and \textit{G}(x) are the discontinuity related additional enrichment functions.

Thus, Eq. (2) can be rewritten by adding and subtracting a regular differentiable function from Heaviside function (see \cite{20} for more details) and the resulting finite element interpolations for displacement field can be recast as

\[
u(x) = N_1(x)u_1 + N_2(x)u_2 + \alpha (H_{x_c} - N_2(x))_{\text{M}(x)}
\]

where regular part of Timoshenko beam displacements is interpolated with shape functions as linear polynomials, \(N_1(x) = 1 - \frac{x}{l_e}, N_2(x) = \frac{x}{l_e}\). An additional discontinuity-related unknown is accompanied by enrichment function for displacement field denoted as \(M\)

\[
M(x) = \begin{cases} 
-\frac{x}{l_e} ; x \in [0, x_c) \\
1 - \frac{x}{l_e} ; x \in (x_c, l_e].
\end{cases}
\]

The function \(M(x)\) (see Fig. 2) is an element enrichment function, containing element unit jump function, which characterizes the embedded discontinuity approach where the contribution of the discontinuity will cancel at element nodes leaving only standard nodal unknowns. Moreover, additional discontinuity degrees of freedom \(\alpha\) can be kept inside the element, which are solved for at the element level by computation that are independent on the global finite element procedure. We can write the enhanced total displacement field in a matrix form as

\[
u = N\alpha + M\alpha
\]

with \(N\) as \(3 \times 6\) matrix containing element shape functions \(N_1(x)\) and \(N_2(x)\), and \(M\) is \(3 \times 3\) matrix containing discontinuity interpolation functions \(M\) positioned at the first two diagonal entries related to translational degrees of freedom, leaving rotation interpolation intact.

Interpolation of enhanced strain field requires the derivatives of shape functions \(B_1(x) = -\frac{1}{l_e}, B_2(x) = \frac{1}{l_e}\) and the derivative \(G\) of enrichment \(M\), leading to

\[
G(x) = \tilde{G}(x) + \delta_{x_c}, \quad \tilde{G}(x) = -\frac{1}{l_e}.
\]

The function \(G\) is split into regular part \(\tilde{G}\) and singular part in terms of \(\delta_{x_c}\). The expression above reduces to \(\tilde{G}(x) = -B_2(x)\). The interpolated enhanced strain field can be obtained with

\[
\epsilon = Bu + \tilde{G}\alpha + \alpha\delta_{x_c}
\]

where \(B\) is \(3 \times 6\) beam strain–displacement matrix corresponding to Eq. (1) and \(\tilde{G}\) is the \(3 \times 3\) matrix of derivatives of discontinuity enriched function \(\tilde{G}\) at the entries related to translational degrees of freedom.
2.2. Variational equation

The virtual strain field can be constructed in the same way as real enhanced strain field

\[ \delta \varepsilon = B \delta u_v + G_e \delta \alpha + \delta \alpha \delta x_c \]  

where \( \delta u_v \) and \( \delta \alpha \) represent virtual displacement field and virtual displacement jump. We can build the virtual work equation \( G_{\text{int},(e)} - G_{\text{ext},(e)} = 0 \), where internal work is defined as \( G_{\text{int},(e)} = \int_0^l (\delta \varepsilon)^T \sigma dx \). The finite element assembly procedure with enhanced elements produces the two groups of equations

\[ A^{\text{nel}}_{e=1} (f^{\text{int},(e)} - f^{\text{ext}}) = 0 \]

\[ h^{(e)} = \int_0^l G^T \sigma dx + t, \quad \forall e \in [1, n_{\text{el}}]. \]  

(9)

The first of these is a set of global equations where \( f^{\text{int},(e)} = \int_0^l B^T \sigma dx \). The second equation with condition \( h^{(e)} = 0 \) needs to be enforced in each element where discontinuity is activated, which leads to definition of the traction vector at discontinuity

\[ t = -\int_0^l G \sigma dx. \]  

(10)

Note that assembly operator in the first equation in (9) considers all elements, while the second equation remains limited to a particular element due to character of interpolation function for discontinuity which takes zero values at the element boundary.

In order to solve the nonlinear problem addressed in Eq. (9), the consistent linearization (e.g. see [1]) of both equations has to be performed. The standard Newton incremental-iterative procedure is used to provide new iterative values of nodal displacements

\[ A^{\text{nel}}_{e=1} [K_{e,1}^{(i)} \Delta u_{n+1}^{(i)} + F_{e,1}^{(i)} \Delta \alpha_{n+1}^{(i)}] = A^{\text{nel}}_{e=1} [F_{e,0}^{(i)} - F_{e,0}^{(i)}] \]

\[ h_{e,0}^{(i)} + (F_{e,0}^{(i)} + K_{d,n+1}^{(i)}) \Delta u_{n+1}^{(i)} + (H_{e,0}^{(i)} + K_{a,n+1}^{(i)}) \Delta \alpha_{n+1}^{(i)} = 0 \]

(11)

where the explicit form of matrices is

\[ K_{e,1}^{(i)} = \int_0^l B^T C_{n+1}^{(i)} B dx, \quad F_{e,1}^{(i)} = \int_0^l B^T C_{n+1}^{(i)} G dx \]

\[ F_{e,0}^{(i)} = \int_0^l G^T C_{n+1}^{(i)} B dx, \quad H_{e,0}^{(i)} = \int_0^l G^T C_{n+1}^{(i)} G dx \]

and \( C_{n+1}^{(i)} = \text{diag}(EA, GA, EI) \) is the tangent stiffness for 3D Timoshenko beam. Similarly, \( K_{d,n+1}^{(i)} \) and \( K_{a,n+1}^{(i)} \) are the consistent tangent stiffness for discontinuity

\[ \Delta u_{n+1}^{(i)} = K_{d,n+1}^{(i)} \Delta u_{n+1}^{(i)} + K_{a,n+1}^{(i)} \Delta \alpha_{n+1}^{(i)}. \]

(13)

Enforcement of the local equation in (9) allows us to exploit the static condensation of the additional degrees of freedom (e.g. [1]). This leads to the reduced size of stiffness matrix corresponding to global unknowns only, which is calculated as follows:

\[ \tilde{K}_{e,1}^{(i)} = K_{e,1}^{(i)} - F_{e,1}^{(i)} (H_{e,0}^{(i)} + K_{a,n+1}^{(i)})^{-1} (F_{e,0}^{(i)} + K_{d,n+1}^{(i)}). \]

(14)

A reduced stiffness matrix contributes to finite element assembly procedure to provide global set of linearized equilibrium equations. Computed incremental displacements \( \Delta u_{n+1}^{(i)} \) are used to perform corresponding displacement vector update

\[ A^{\text{nel}}_{e=1} \tilde{K}_{e,1}^{(i)} \Delta u_{n+1}^{(i)} = A^{\text{nel}}_{e=1} [F_{e,0}^{(i)} - F_{e,0}^{(i)}] \]

\[ \implies u_{n+1}^{(i)} = u_{n+1}^{(i)} + \Delta u_{n+1}^{(i)}. \]

(15)
2.3. Extension to dynamics

Since embedded discontinuity contribution is kept at the element level with internal force vector $\mathbf{f}_{int, e, (i)}$ contained inside an element, one can easily extend the proposed approach to the dynamics framework by applying the d’Alembert principle to the system of equations written above. By applying the standard finite element interpolations and assembly procedure, classical global system of equations of motion $M\mathbf{a}_{n+1} + \mathbf{f}_{int} = \mathbf{f}_{ext}$ is obtained. Global mass matrix $M = A_{ele}^n \mathbf{M}^e$ is assembled from element mass matrices $\mathbf{M}^e = \int_0^l N^T \rho A N dx$, where $\rho$ represents material density and $A$ beam cross section. Vector $\mathbf{a}_{n+1}$ contains nodal accelerations.

One can apply the classical implicit Newmark scheme to solve the corresponding dynamics equation of motion. The displacement and velocity updates can be expressed in terms of Newmark’s $\beta$ and $\gamma$ parameters as

$$
\mathbf{u}_{n+1} = \mathbf{u}_n + \Delta t \mathbf{v}_n + \left( \frac{1}{2} - \beta \right) \mathbf{a}_n + \frac{1}{\beta} \mathbf{a}_{n+1} \\
\mathbf{v}_{n+1} = \mathbf{v}_n + \Delta t \left[ \left( 1 - \gamma \right) \mathbf{a}_n + \frac{\gamma}{\beta} \mathbf{a}_{n+1} \right]
$$

(16)

where $\Delta t$ is increment in time. In order to solve nonlinear equations of motion, we can first combine Eqs. (16) to obtain $\mathbf{a}_{n+1}$

$$
\mathbf{a}_{n+1} = -\frac{1}{\beta} \mathbf{a}_n - \frac{\mathbf{v}_n}{\beta \Delta t} + \frac{1}{(\Delta t)^2 \beta} (\mathbf{u}_{n+1} - \mathbf{u}_n).
$$

(17)

The linearization procedure on the result in (17) will provide the possible iterative improvement and updates $\mathbf{u}_{n+1} = \mathbf{u}_{n+1}^{(i)} + \Delta \mathbf{u}_{n+1}^{(i)}$. The insertion of linearized equation (17) into equations of motion will produce the following system of equations which can be solved by Newton procedure:

$$
A_{ele}^n \left( \frac{1}{(\Delta t)^2 \beta} \mathbf{M}^e + \mathbf{K}^e_{n+1} \right) \Delta \mathbf{u}_{n+1}^{(i)} = A_{ele}^n \left[ \mathbf{f}_{ext, e}^{(i)} - \mathbf{f}_{int, e, (i)}^{(i)} - \mathbf{M}^e \mathbf{a}_{n+1}^{(i)} \right]
$$

(18)

$$
\Rightarrow \mathbf{u}_{n+1}^{(i+1)} = \mathbf{u}_{n+1}^{(i)} + \Delta \mathbf{u}_{n+1}^{(i)}.
$$

It is important to note that embedded discontinuity is confined in internal force vector and that statically condensed stiffness matrix still remains the same like in quasi-static case. Moreover, the corresponding extension for dynamic crack propagation can be performed just by adding inertial terms on top of existing formulation for quasi-static case. Here, we use Newmark’s parameters $\beta = 1/4$ and $\gamma = 1/2$ and Newton’s algorithm with line search to obtain the corresponding displacement update and solution of nonlinear system. Note that we did not have to use any additional damping matrix or other similar contribution.

2.4. Plastic softening

Internal force vector in (9) in a beam lattice contains stress resultants $\mathbf{\sigma} = [N V M]^T$, where axial and shear are computed with softening plasticity as a result of occurrence of failure modes I and II activated upon reaching failure threshold. The response to rotation is kept linear elastic. The evolution of softening plasticity variables is governed by singular part of deformation field at the position of discontinuity, while stress field remains smooth [8]. The computation of vector $\mathbf{\sigma}$ can be split into two scalar equations, where each failure mode appears separately. In order to simplify the following presentation, we will write the scalar equations, which are valid for computation of both failure modes and corresponding stress resultants in axial and transverse directions. Here we start with a Helmholtz free energy potential for softening plasticity

$$
\Psi(\sigma, q) = \frac{1}{2} \sigma \varepsilon^e + \Xi(\xi); \quad \Xi(\xi) = -q \xi
$$

(19)

where $\xi$ represents internal softening variable, $\varepsilon^e$ is elastic strain and $q$ is a stress-like softening variable defined with exponential softening constitutive law for discontinuity

$$
q = \sigma_u \left( 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\xi}{G_j} \right) \right)
$$

(20)
$G_f$ is the corresponding value of fracture energy representing input parameter, $\sigma_u$ is the failure threshold for mode I. We use $\tau_a$ as a threshold for mode II. We can write the failure detection function for softening as

$$\Phi(t, q) = t - (\sigma_u - q) \leq 0$$

(21)

where $t$ is a traction acting at the discontinuity computed from (10).

The evolution equations for discontinuity can be written similarly to standard plasticity with the main difference that the plastic deformation in softening remains localized at the particular point (represented by the Dirac function)

$$\dot{\alpha} = \lambda \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial \sigma} = \dot{\lambda} \text{sign}(\sigma)$$

$$\dot{\xi} = \lambda \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial q} = \dot{\lambda}$$

(22)

where $\lambda$ is the plastic multiplier associated with the softening behavior and $\alpha$ is equivalent to the accumulated plastic strain at the discontinuity. The plastic dissipation in softening plasticity can be obtained with the second law of thermodynamics and written in a distributional sense. Its local form is given as (see also [8])

$$\dot{D}_P = \sigma \dot{e} - \frac{d}{dt} \Psi(\sigma, q) = \left[\text{sign}(\sigma) + q(\xi)\right] \dot{\xi}.$$  

(23)

The total energy balance involving first and second laws of thermodynamics in any finite element elastoplastic model is given as

$$W_{\text{input}} = E_K + E_S + E_P + D_P$$

(24)

where $W_{\text{input}}$ is the total input work introduced into the system, $E_K$ is kinetic energy, $E_S$ strain energy, $E_P$ plastic free energy and $D_P$ is energy dissipation due to plasticity. Note that $E_S$ and $E_P$ correspond to elastic and plastic parts of free energy $\Psi^e$ and $\Psi^p$, respectively, defined by softening plasticity potential from (19). As indicated in [36], it is important to distinguish between energy dissipation $D_P$ and plastic work $W_{\text{Pl}}$, where plastic work represents the combination of plastic dissipation and plastic free energy. Namely, only one part of this non-recoverable plastic work is dissipated and converted into heat. The remaining part of the plastic work, also known as stored energy of cold work, is stored as internal energy and occurs as a consequence of rearrangement of microstructural crystals [37]. Details on energy dissipation analysis in various plasticity hardening models can be found in [36].

Energy balance equation (24) can also be recovered by using the theorem of expended stress power (see [8]) combined with energy dissipation which states

$$\dot{D}_P = \dot{W}_{\text{input}} - \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega \Psi d\Omega \right] - \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega e_K d\Omega \right].$$

(25)

Note that $\dot{D}_P$ is a rate of dissipation. $W_{\text{input}}$ represents the rate of input work which is equal to internal stress power. If we rewrite equation (25) and decompose free energy $\Psi$ into elastic and plastic parts, being strain and plastic free energy densities $e_S$ and $e_P$ respectively, with kinetic energy density $e_K$, we obtain

$$\dot{W}_{\text{input}} = \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega e_K d\Omega \right] - \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega e_S d\Omega \right] + \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega e_P d\Omega \right] + \dot{D}_P.$$  

(26)

Integration over time of (26) will provide energy balance equation (24) and the total values for energy components

$$\int_{t_0}^t \dot{W}_{\text{input}} dt = \int_{t_0}^t \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega e_K d\Omega \right] dt + \int_{t_0}^t \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega e_S d\Omega \right] dt + \int_{t_0}^t \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \int_\Omega e_P d\Omega \right] dt + \int_{t_0}^t \dot{D}_P dt.$$  

(27)

Here we deal with elastoplastic softening model where energy balance must be satisfied. It is important to emphasize that energy dissipation must always be positive, while plastic free energy need not be. In softening regime, the integral of plastic free energy will become negative (due to negative sign in free potential). Then, the sum of total dissipation and negative plastic free energy will result in the amount of plastic work.
In our analyses, we will plot the values of plastic work because it represents the area under the softening curve. Moreover, integration of plastic work across the fracture zone to infinity allows us to recover the fracture energy needed to drive the material until the total failure (see [1,8])

\[ G_f = \int_0^\infty \sigma_u \exp \left( -\frac{\xi}{G_f} \right) d\xi. \]  

(28)

Note that the plastic work (combination of plastic dissipation and plastic free energy) is computed by above integral (28) in the limits up to the current time step. That integral is solved analytically in our code. The final analytically integrated expression for total plastic work from beginning of the simulation up to the current time step is

\[ W_{Pl} = G_f \left( 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\sigma_u}{G_f} \xi_b \right) \right), \]

where \( \xi_b \) is the value of internal variable at the current time step.

The computational procedure for calculation of discontinuity variables and stress is similar to return mapping algorithm of standard hardening plasticity. Trial values of failure function and traction acting at the discontinuity are computed in order to check if the failure occurred or not. If yes, internal variables of discontinuity are updated and traction is computed with updated internal variables. The details can be found in [1,18–20].

Since the normal and the shear force (mode I and mode II failure also) in the Timoshenko beam are uncoupled, we need to define the failure surfaces for both directions and check them separately. The computational algorithm is thus performed for both modes independently using axial and shear stiffnesses of the beam. Here, we take the two trial failure surfaces for detection of failure modes I and II

\[
\Phi_{trial}^{u,n+1} = t_{trial}^{u,n+1} - (\sigma_u - q_u,n)
\]

\[
\Phi_{trial}^{v,n+1} = |t_{trial}^{v,n+1}| - (\tau_u - q_v,n)
\]

(29)

where \( \sigma_u \) and \( \tau_u \) are failure thresholds for mode I and II and \( n \) denotes time step.

### 3. Enhanced solid model with embedded strong discontinuities

The proposed solid model, based on triangular constant strain finite elements with embedded strong discontinuities has already been developed for quasi static failure of solids [15]. It has also successfully been used to account for dynamic effects under slowly increasing loads in [16]. The inertial effects were shown to reduce the number of iterations and to increase computational robustness, especially with complex crack paths. In the present paper we subject the developed model to the well known benchmarks for dynamic crack propagation in which fast dynamics and significant inertial forces drive the specimen failure mechanisms.

Enrichment procedure resulting with embedded strong discontinuity in the solid element is in principle similar to the one presented above in the discrete lattice model. The main difference pertains to triangular constant strain finite element and 2D enhancement functions related to discontinuity in contrast to those presented in lattice model, which were 1D shape functions for Timoshenko beam. Another difference in the two presented models is that constitutive law for discontinuity exhibits damage softening behavior, in contrast to plasticity softening presented in lattice model. However, the distinction between damage and plasticity becomes pronounced when one goes through unloading and cyclic loading [1], which is not the case of the main interest in this work. Thus, we can compare the performance of these two models in crack propagation problems and also collect the common conclusions and characteristics of the embedded strong discontinuity approach.

Next we briefly present the main ingredients of the formulation for enhanced triangular finite element with embedded discontinuity, which again allows for the condensation of additional degrees of freedom before proceeding towards the solution at the global level. We also show that global tracking algorithm is not necessary neither in this model.

#### 3.1. Enhanced kinematics

The embedded strong discontinuity for localized failure representation in solid element is obtained by introducing the displacement jump with Heaviside function in the total displacement field

\[ u(x, t) = \bar{u}(x, t) + \tilde{u}(x, t)\mathcal{H}_{\Gamma_s}(x) \]  

(30)
where $\tilde{\mathbf{u}}$ denotes displacement jump and Heaviside function is defined as

$$
\mathcal{H}_{\Gamma_s}(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & x \in \partial \Omega^- \\
0 & x \in \partial \Omega^+ 
\end{cases}
$$

(31)

with $\partial \Omega^-$ and $\partial \Omega^+$ are the boundary of the two sub-domains separated by discontinuity. The enhanced strain can be computed from displacement field as sum of regular continuous part and discontinuous part as

$$
\epsilon(x, t) = \tilde{\epsilon}(x, t) + \tilde{\epsilon}(x, t) \delta_{\Gamma_s}(x)
$$

(32)

where

$$
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\epsilon}(x, t) &= \nabla^s \tilde{\mathbf{u}}(x, t) + \mathcal{H}_{\Gamma_s} \nabla^s \tilde{\mathbf{u}}(x, t) \\
\tilde{\epsilon}(x, t) &= (\tilde{\mathbf{u}}(x, t) \otimes \mathbf{n})
\end{align*}
$$

(33)

and $\mathbf{n}$ is a normal vector to discontinuity line (see Fig. 3) The finite element interpolation for a triangular CST element in which the displacement jump is taken as constant can provide the interpolated total displacement field

$$
\mathbf{u}(x, t) = \tilde{\mathbf{u}}(x, t) + \tilde{\mathbf{u}}(x, t) \left[ \mathcal{H}_{\Gamma_s}(x) - \varphi(x) \right]
$$

(34)

where $\tilde{\mathbf{u}}(x, t)$ represents the classical displacement interpolation of a CST from which we can get the regular strain field as $\mathbf{Bd}$ and $\mathbf{M} \tilde{\mathbf{u}}$. By introducing an additional shape function $\mathbf{M}(x) = \mathcal{H}_{\Gamma_s}(x) - \varphi(x)$ shown in Fig. 3 and its derivative $\mathbf{G}$, we can obtain interpolated real strain and virtual strain field

$$
\epsilon(x, t) = \mathbf{Bd} + \mathbf{G} \tilde{\mathbf{u}} \implies \partial \epsilon(x, t) = \mathbf{Bw} + \mathbf{G} \tilde{\beta}
$$

(35)

$\mathbf{B}$ stands for a matrix form of the strain–displacement operator $\nabla^s$, $\mathbf{G}$, is referred to as an incompatible mode function modified so that it can fulfill the patch test condition, while $\tilde{\beta}$ and $\mathbf{w}$ are respectively, displacement jump and virtual displacement field.

### 3.2. Linearization of virtual work

The virtual work equation is established from enhanced real and virtual strain fields like in the discrete lattice model described above. Here, we give the assembled virtual work equations with included mass terms and inertial effects

$$
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{f}^{e,(i)}_{n+1} &= \sum_{e=1}^{n_e} \left[ \mathbf{f}_{ext,n+1}^{e,(i)} + \mathbf{f}_{int,n+1}^{e,(i)} - \mathbf{M} \mathbf{u}^{e,(i)}_{n+1} \right] \\
\mathbf{b}^{e,(i)}_{n+1} &= \int_{\Omega_e} \mathbf{G}^T \mathbf{a}^{e,(i)}_{n+1} d\Omega_e + \int_{\Gamma_s} \mathbf{G}^T \mathbf{t}_{\Gamma_s} d\Gamma_s = 0
\end{align*}
$$

(36)

In order to solve this system of nonlinear equations, we perform the consistent linearization (see [1]) which results with

$$
\begin{bmatrix} 
\mathbf{K}^{e} & \mathbf{C}^{e} \\
\mathbf{F}^{e} & \mathbf{H}^{e}
\end{bmatrix}_{n+1} \begin{pmatrix} 
\Delta \mathbf{d}^{e,(i)}_{n+1} \\
\Delta \mathbf{u}^{e,(i)}_{n+1}
\end{pmatrix}^{i} = \begin{pmatrix} 
\mathbf{h}^{e,(i)}_{n+1} \\
\mathbf{b}^{e,(i)}_{n+1}
\end{pmatrix}^{i}.
$$

(37)

![Fig. 3. Discontinuous shape function (2D case) for a CST element with constant discontinuity jumps.](image-url)
The embedded strong discontinuity approach allows to exploit the condensation of discontinuity related parameters producing the final linearized equation

$$\mathbf{K}_{e} n e l (\mathbf{K}_{e} (e), (i)) \mathbf{r}_{e} n e l (\mathbf{K}_{e} (e), (i)) = \mathbf{K}_{e} n e l (\mathbf{K}_{e} (e), (i))^T$$

(38)

The effective matrix $\mathbf{K}_{e} (e)$ contains the contribution from static condensation due to embedded strong discontinuity, where element sub-matrices $\mathbf{H}(e)$ and $\mathbf{F}(e)$ are computed in a similar manner to the one presented in Section 2. Additionally, the effective matrix also contains the contribution from the Newmark algorithm for time integration in dynamics

$$\mathbf{K}_{e} (e), (i) = \mathbf{K}_{e} (e), (i) - \mathbf{F}_{n e l} (e), (i) \mathbf{H}(e), (i) - \mathbf{F}_{n e l} (e), (i)^T + \frac{1}{(\Delta t)^2} \mathbf{M}$$

(39)

and residual is computed by subtracting the inertial terms

$$\mathbf{r}_{e} (e), (i) = \mathbf{r}_{e} (e), (i) - \mathbf{M} \mathbf{a}_{n e l} (e), (i)$$

(40)

### 3.3. Damage softening

The occurrence of localized failure in enhanced CST element is followed by damage softening constitutive law for crack opening. The model is also developed so that it can account for damage hardening behavior, which is summarized in free energy potential defined as

$$\psi(\mathbf{D}, \mathbf{D}, \mathbf{e}, \mathbf{D}) = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{D}^{-1} \mathbf{D} + \mathbf{D}^{-1} \mathbf{D} + \mathbf{D}^{-1} \mathbf{D} + \mathbf{D}^{-1} \mathbf{D} + \mathbf{D}^{-1} \mathbf{D}$$

(41)

We can note that free energy is split into two parts, where the first one concerns the hardening part and the second one softening localized part which is introduced by Dirac function. In this work we are interested in localized softening part only which occurs when the failure is detected by damage softening function $\tilde{\Phi} = 0$, with no hardening. Here, $\mathbf{D}^{-1} \mathbf{D} = \mathbf{D}^{-1} \mathbf{D}$ and stress-like damage softening variable is defined as exponential function

$$\tilde{\Phi} = \tilde{\Phi} \left(1 - \exp\left(-\frac{\tilde{\Phi}}{\tilde{\Phi}}\right)\right) \Rightarrow \tilde{\Phi} = -\tilde{\Phi} \exp\left(-\frac{\tilde{\Phi}}{\tilde{\Phi}}\right).$$

(42)

The softening detection function is defined as

$$\tilde{\Phi}(\mathbf{t}_{r}^{-}, \mathbf{t}_{r}^+) = \tilde{\Phi}(\mathbf{t}_{r}^{-}) - (\tilde{\Phi}^+ - \tilde{\Phi}^-)$$

(43)

where $\tilde{\Phi}(\mathbf{t}_{r}^{-})$ is a function of degree one containing the traction vector $\mathbf{t}_{r}^{-} = (\mathbf{r} \cdot \mathbf{n})$. We can write the loading–unloading conditions and consistency condition

$$\tilde{\gamma} \geq 0 \Rightarrow \tilde{\Phi}(\mathbf{t}_{r}^{-}, \mathbf{t}_{r}^+) \leq 0 \Rightarrow \tilde{\gamma} \tilde{\Phi}(\mathbf{t}_{r}^{-}, \mathbf{t}_{r}^+) = 0.$$

(44)

The damage dissipation in localized softening can be defined as

$$\tilde{D}_{f} = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{t}_{r}^{-} \cdot \mathbf{t}_{r}^{+} - \frac{d \mathbf{t}_{r}^{-}}{d \tilde{\gamma}} \cdot \frac{d \mathbf{t}_{r}^{+}}{d \tilde{\gamma}} = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{t}_{r}^{-} \cdot \mathbf{t}_{r}^{+} + \mathbf{t}_{r}^{-} \cdot \mathbf{t}_{r}^{+} + \hat{\mathbf{a}}_{n e l} (e), (i)$$

(45)

Similarly to plasticity case described above, the integration of the theorem of expended stress power provides the value for fracture energy

$$G_{f} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \tilde{\Phi} \exp\left(-\frac{\tilde{\Phi}}{\tilde{\Phi}}\right) d \tilde{\Phi}$$

(46)

while damage work $W_{D}$ can be obtained by integrating the expression (46) in the range from zero to current value of $\tilde{\Phi}$. 


4. Numerical simulations

In this section we present the results of numerical simulations. Each simulation deals with problem where localized failure with crack initiation and propagation is triggered by impulsive load and where the inertial effects are important. The presented examples include some demanding problems, including Kalthoff’s experiment in which plate with two notches is subjected to edge impact [38] and dynamic crack branching problem [39]. Simulations are conducted with both models presented above, which are implemented into research version of the computer code FEAP [40].

4.1. Pre-notched plate subjected to impulsive load—kalthoff’s experiment

In this test, the two notched maraging steel specimen is subjected to the edge impact of a projectile applied in the direction of the notches (see Fig. 4). The available experimental results for such test, reported in Kalthoff [38] (with variation of this test with one notch in Zhou et al. [41]), attracted large interest turning this example into the benchmark. Namely, numerical computations for the test are conducted with various methods such as XFEM [3–5], ED-FEM [9,10], phase field [11,12] or discrete lattice model [32,33].

Geometry and boundary conditions of the specimen are given in Fig. 4. The projectile impact is represented in the model by imposed velocity, which is initially applied and held constant. We can consider here only half of the mesh due to the symmetry in order to reduce the computational cost. The initial notch is modeled directly by leaving the space in the mesh. The material parameters for maraging steel are chosen for model parameters with $\rho = 8000 \text{ kg/m}^3$, $E = 190 \text{ GPa}$ and $\nu = 0.3$. The maximal uniaxial tensile stress of $\sigma_u = 1.07 \text{ GPa}$ is considered for threshold value which triggers the failure mechanism in mode I. The other model parameters are fracture energy in mode I chosen as $G_{f,II} = 5 \times 10^4 \text{ N/m}$ for plasticity model and softening variable $\beta_I = 17 \text{ GPa/mm}$ chosen for the damage model. We also consider the possible failure in mode II, with model parameters for shear threshold value chosen as $\tau_u = 1 \text{ GPa}$, fracture energy for mode II in plasticity model $G_{f,II} = 5 \times 10^4 \text{ N/m}$ and damage model parameter $\beta_{II} = 17 \text{ GPa/mm}$. When subjected to edge impulsive load, the maraging steel exhibits failure mode transition. Namely, for lower loading rates, failure is influenced by mode I tensile crack at an angle of about 70°. High loading rates on the contrary produce failure in mode II by adiabatic shear bands which are experimentally observed in [38].

First we model the case with lower loading rate where we impose constant velocity of $v_0 = 16.5 \text{ m/s}$ at the position of projectile impact. Three different mesh densities are used for the same experiment and with both models. It should be noted that elements in discrete lattice model mesh are Timoshenko beams, which are positioned at Delaunay edges.
Fig. 5. Crack opening [mm] at the end of simulation time with discrete lattice model for (a) Mesh1, (b) Mesh2 (c) Mesh3; applied impact velocity is $v_0 = 16.5$ m/s.

Fig. 6. Energy evolution with discrete lattice model for applied impact velocity $v_0 = 16.5$ m/s: (a) plastic work versus time (b) elastic strain energy versus time.

from triangulation. Three different meshes are used, named Mesh1, Mesh2 and Mesh3 representing coarse, medium and fine mesh. They result with 2122, 6732 and 17 629 Timoshenko beam lattice elements, respectively. The three corresponding meshes for enhanced solid model are composed of 1383, 4421 and 11 649 triangular elements for coarse, medium and fine mesh.

Fig. 5 shows the contour plot obtained with discrete lattice model for low loading rate impact. It can be observed that for all mesh densities, the main crack propagates from the top of the notch at an angle of about $70^\circ$, the same as observed in experiment. The simulation is run for $100 \mu$s and the crack propagated to similar position in all three cases.

It is worth noting that this crack is governed dominantly by tensile failure and failure function for mode I activated the embedded discontinuity and strain softening behavior inside failing elements. Since no tracking algorithm has been used to enforce only one crack, secondary crack propagated in the lower right corner of the specimen. The cracks are propagated by the stress concentration at the crack tip, while stress distribution governed the failure direction. Continuity of the crack was preserved without enforcing it with tracking algorithm.

Figs. 6 and 7 reveals energy balance for the failure obtained with discrete lattice model. Firstly, the plastic work and elastic strain energy are plotted with respect to time in Fig. 6. Since embedded discontinuity and corresponding element enrichment procedure provide the possibility of failure mechanism inside elements with mesh independent softening response, plastic work also remains mesh independent. We can observe from Fig. 6.a that the plastic work in all three meshes remains very close, since cracks propagated until the same position in the mesh and localized failure occurred in the interiors of lattice elements. The minor perturbation in plastic work is produced by the secondary
crack in coarse mesh, which propagated in slightly different manner in the later stage of simulation. This can be explained by microstructural difference in coarse mesh, where indeed the irregular grid introduces small perturbation and crack always propagate through the weakest links among adjacent ones. The elastic strain energy computed from elastic strain follows the similar pattern in Fig. 6.b, except that coarse mesh reaches slightly higher peak value. The mode I dominated crack was also obtained with enhanced triangular solid model, where failure function for tensile crack opening governed the crack propagation. Fig. 8 shows the failure pattern for all three meshes. Although the cracks appear to be thicker for coarse mesh, it is only the consequence of smoothening in post-processing on a larger grid. In fact, the three failure mechanism remains localized inside elements. This is generally the characteristics of embedded discontinuity way of enrichment, which is confirmed here with two different models. The main crack remains at the similar angle for all meshes, while secondary crack emerged again from the lower right angle. The tracking algorithm was not needed with enhanced solid model, since the stress concentration at the crack tip naturally propagated the crack preserving the continuity. The plots for damage work and elastic strain energy are given in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. Energy evolution with enhanced triangle model for applied impact velocity $v_0 = 16.5$ m/s: (a) damage work versus time (b) elastic strain energy versus time.

Fig. 10. Energy evolution with enhanced triangle model for applied impact velocity $v_0 = 16.5$ m/s: (a) kinetic energy versus time (b) total energy balance versus time (purple—total input work, red—damage work, blue—elastic strain energy, green—kinetic energy). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The curves for damage work obtained with enhanced triangular solid model in different meshes remain fairly close. The main distinction with respect to the results obtained with discrete lattice model is that for such chosen damage parameters $\beta_I$ and $\beta_{II}$, damage work is much less pronounced in triangular damage model. Elastic strain energy is also slightly different with respect to plasticity model, due to less damage work. Kinetic energy and total energy balance obtained with damage model are shown in Fig. 10.

Next, we apply the higher rate of impact load to the same specimen, with imposed velocity of $v_0 = 50$ m/s. The results obtained with discrete lattice model are presented in Fig. 11. One can note from Fig. 11.a and b that impact experiment now results in a completely different failure behavior, with crack propagating straight from the notch horizontally and curving a little bit near the end of the specimen. It is the mode II dominated crack, where failure function for shear governed the propagation of the crack. This is in agreement with experimental result observed from [38], where high rates of loading cause adiabatic shear band and failure due to sliding in maraging steel specimens. It is also confirmed experimentally that development of shear band requires and absorbs more energy than in tensile failure pattern. This fact has been recovered with our model where plastic work and elastic strain energy reach higher values (see Fig. 11.c) than in the previous test. The high rate loading test was conducted with Mesh1 and Mesh2. The
Fig. 11. Adiabatic shear band development with discrete lattice model for impact velocity of $v_0 = 50$ m/s: (a) shear band sliding [mm] (Mesh1) (b) shear band sliding [mm] (Mesh2) (c) total energy balance.

Fig. 12. Set up for crack branching experiment.

crack path is not identical in two meshes as a consequence of small perturbation in irregular mesh. All the components of energy confirm this variation.

Adiabatic shear band could not be obtained with enhanced triangular solid element, since the crack got arrested immediately at the beginning of the simulation. The same was observed in experiment where shear failure gets arrested in most of the cases and applied velocities. Different thicknesses of the notch are also varied in experiment. The shear failure also got arrested with the discrete lattice model in the range of imposed velocities between $v_0 = 30$ m/s and $v_0 = 50$ m/s.

4.2. Crack branching experiment

The next simulations are conducted to obtain the crack branching phenomena, which is experimentally observed in [39]. Numerical simulations of the branching experiment with various models are reported in [5,9,10,32] among others. A pre-notched square plate is subjected dynamically to tension load. The geometry and loading conditions are shown in Fig. 12. The chosen values of model material parameters are $E = 3.24$ GPa, $\nu = 0.35$, $\rho = 1.19$ g/cm$^3$ and the mean value of ultimate tensile failure threshold is $\sigma_u = 129$ MPa, with standard deviation of 2%. The fracture energy for mode I in plasticity model is $G_{f,1} = 4 \times 10^3$ N/m, while corresponding parameter for damage softening model is $\beta_I = 35$ GPa/mm. Two meshes, one with 4400 (Mesh 1) and the other with 5885 (Mesh 2) Timoshenko beam elements were used in discrete lattice model simulations, while the solid element mesh corresponding to Mesh 1 results with 2891 triangular elements.

We show that embedded discontinuity formulation can also be used to obtain branching of the main crack among other complex crack patterns, without using global crack tracking procedure or additional crack branching criterion. We applied two imposed velocities ($v_0 = 7$ m/s and $v_0 = 11$ m/s) on top and bottom of the square specimen.
Fig. 13. Crack branching test (Mesh 1): Crack opening [mm] at the end of simulation time with discrete lattice model (a) \(v_0 = 7\) m/s, (b) \(v_0 = 11\) m/s.

Fig. 14. Crack branching test (Mesh 2): Crack opening [mm] at the end of simulation time with discrete lattice model (a) \(v_0 = 7\) m/s, (b) \(v_0 = 11\) m/s.

Figs. 13–15 show the contours of the specimen and corresponding opening of the crack obtained with discrete lattice and enhanced solid element, respectively. One can observe that the crack path is not identical in all cases. Moreover, crack is propagated as a consequence of material structure which is defined here by applied heterogeneity.

All the presented computations (Kalthoff’s test and crack branching test) have been conducted on a single core processor with FEAP software. The increment of time is taken to be \(\Delta t = 1\) \(\mu\)s for all computations. The convergence between internal and external force vector of implicit dynamic nonlinear solver in a typical time step, with propagating crack, is reached within 10 iterations. More demanding time step, including significant stress redistributions and failure of multiple adjacent elements that simultaneously enter softening phase, is typically converged within 20 iterations. The Newton nonlinear solver is combined with line search technique to increase robustness. CPU time (discrete lattice model) required for full simulation of Kalthoff’s test with impact velocity \(v_0 = 16.5\) m/s is 208 s (Mesh1), 8446 s (Mesh2) and 154 600 s (Mesh3). Kalthoff’s test simulation with impact velocity \(v_0 = 50\) m/s is run for 431 s (Mesh1) and 16 289 s (Mesh2). Crack branching test simulation for \(v_0 = 7\) m/s is finished in 2235 s (Mesh1) and 4591 s (Mesh2).

5. Conclusions

We developed and validated against experiments two models for crack propagation in dynamics framework. Both models are based on embedded strong discontinuity finite element approach. The first model is based on Timoshenko
beam lattice extracted from Voronoi cells, where Timoshenko beams are equipped with embedded discontinuity enhancements to provide failure modes I and II. This model was developed in our earlier works for quasi-static failure in heterogeneous materials. Here, we show that extension to dynamics framework can be upgraded in a straightforward manner by adding the inertial contributions without need for changing the existing quasi-static model. The second model is based on enhanced triangular solid element, where failure also occurs due to modes I and II. The extension to dynamics framework is performed in the same way, without any need to change the code for existing quasi-static case. The presented two models are developed initially for failure in heterogeneous materials and solid structures, respectively.

We conducted the two dynamic crack propagation benchmarks with both models where we could summarize the features of the approach for crack phenomena based on embedded strong discontinuity. Namely, since contribution of embedded strong discontinuity enhancement remains local inside elements, different mesh sizes, and even fairly coarse grids, could be used to obtain results for presented dynamics benchmarks. The same approach allows to keep the fixed mesh during the whole simulation, due to crack propagating in the element interiors. These benefits lead to high computational efficiency. It is important to note that we did not use any tracking procedure for crack which would additionally increase the computational cost. Namely, tracking the crack path was not the major concern of this work. Instead, we rather focus upon the true energy balance and leave the material structure and complex stress states across the crack tip to govern the crack path. For instance, stress concentration occurring on the top of the notch and crack would trigger and extend the crack, while stress state and inertial forces orientate the crack in corresponding directions. Complexities, such as multiple cracks with their interaction, are shown to be represented very well. Dynamic crack branching phenomena can be obtained with both models. The tensile cracks are obtained in the so-called Kalthoff’s experiment where low rate of the impact load triggers the crack at an angle at about 70° with both models. For high loading rate adiabatic shear band, or mode II crack, is obtained with discrete lattice model. However it could not be obtained with enhanced triangular solid model since the shear crack got arrested soon in the simulation.

The proposed methodology is computationally very efficient with various failure and crack related complexities being resolved. It can be used for computation of homogeneous solids and heterogeneous materials.

The true benefits of the approach could be used for failure applications in 3D environment where complex cracks become surfaces. Their interaction will automatically be resolved like shown in the present 2D case, while at the same time relatively coarse grids could provide correct failure phenomena all resulting with high computational efficiency.
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